


We are not a PAC that only chooses parties with big data
votes-share as marketers to solely stake credit to victory

We are convinced of the fact that the people’s mandate is hard
earned with full credit to the sweat equity of party cadre and
leaders primarily

As poll perception strategy campaign aids we add immense
value in shaping public opinion as creators of favourable poll
perception for small or big – leaders, parties and candidates
towards winnable impact

JPG-PAC is a niche political consultancy that provides
leadership positioning, public perception, voter-
outreach, macro and micro electoral campaign
management services to political parties, political
leaders and governance leaders

We are co-creators as campaign aids assisting the
leaders as external advisors and party eco-systems as
enablers towards campaign management goals of our
clients
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JPG-PAC: Campaign case profile circa 2014
Party chiefs & Primary Leaders



Advised & Worked closely with party leadership on the perception 
narrative and planning of perception tactics for three elections for the 
party 

Impact: Party overcame the challenges posed by MNS&BJP in the 
respective elections  

2014 & 2017



Worked closely with former Karnataka CM’s  internal 
advisory team, advised on leadership perception 
campaigns including devising a counter campaign to 
defend the pride sentiment of brand Bengaluru when 
the opposition marred it for political purpose closer to 
elections 

Impact: The campaign helped the party to retain its 
lead over BJP’s seats which had better urban prospects 
in the 2018  

2018



Worked closely with party patriarch and the former
union minister on his leadership debut into state
politics as CM candidate of the party and devised
‘Maatram Muntram Anbumani’ campaign that lead
the electoral narrative of the 2016 assembly elections
in TN

Impact: The campaign is seen till date an iconic brand
campaign for a political leader - forced both the
Dravidian majors to adopt prohibition as the poll pitch.
Helped the party’s humongous efforts in non-alliance
to third position above Vijayakanth’s party in a six
party alliance who was an opposition leader in
Assembly

2016



Advised the party leadership with Leadership narrative and 
helped the party’s perception to be shifted from a being 
seen a fringe Tamil nationalist Elam centred to a mainstream 
player espousing the cause of ethnic Tamil identity  

Impact: The narrative set direction and added value for the
party’s humongous grassroots efforts to emerge third above
all non-Dravidian parties in TN including INC & BJP by vote
share in the 2021 assembly elections

2021



2022

Worked closely with party’s state election in-charge and 
party chief, and CM team devising a holistic governance 
campaign to propagate the welfare measures of CM 
Charanjit Channi’s Govt

Impact: The campaign’s impact helped the party to 
announce Mr.Channi as party’s official CM candidate 
for 2022 assembly polls 



JPG-PAC Campaigns 
Secondary Leaders



2020 & 2021

Devised an image makeover leadership campaign and several 
micro electoral perception campaigns for a year to position SP 
Velumani the erstwhile TN minister for local Administration & 
Water resources as a leader with vision to transform 
Coimbatore as one of the best smart cities of India   

Impact: The AIADMK under SP Velumani’s in-charge won 
maximum seats in the three western region districts of 
Coimabotre, Thirupur & Nilgris while swept his own home 
district himself winning his seat third time with good margin  
despite 10 years of anti-incumbency in the 2021 assembly 
elections



An electoral perception campaign for the electoral debut of 
Mr.Pawar family scion to be positioned as new hope and 
new leadership that focused on the core issues in terms of 
proposed solutions basis welfare and development of the 
constituency 

Impact: First challenger Rohit Pawar defeated the Cabinet 
minister Ram Shinde in his own bastion



An electoral perception campaign focused on trust 
factor presenting the two times MLA leader’s personal 
relationship with voters inter-linked to the 
development of the constituency 

Impact: Pranidhi Shinde won third time in a close 
triangular contest overcoming two terms anti-
incumbency 



JPG-PAC 
Social campaigns 
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